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1. What is Power Quality and why is it important?
Electrical power quality (PQ) refers to voltage and current quality at the end-user of electricity. If the voltage quality
delivered to an end-user is compliant to the minimum technical requirements as described in the Southern African
PQ regulatory standard, the NRS 048 part 2-2015, end-user equipment should perform well within specifications.
PQ emerged as a practise in the late1980’s in Southern Africa. At the time it was approached as a quality of supply
issue. PQ generally refers to the concepts listed in Figure 1 below.

Voltage (power) quality
Voltage waveform quality
(quasi steady-state)

Voltage waveform events

Voltage reliability

Voltage dip

Voltage interruption
(SAIDI, SAIFI)

Voltage regulation

Voltage flicker

Voltage swell
Voltage unbalance

Voltage harmonics
• Total harmonic distrotion
• Individual harmonics

Voltage transient

Figure 1: Power Quality parameters
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Most production processes and business models rely on electricity; if the quality of the electricity is insufficient
various problems may arise. An example of such problems is the well-known operational risk of a voltage dip event
that can stop a production line when only one piece of equipment in a serial processing plant is affected.
From the electrical utility’s point of view, supply reliability was not affected because electricity was not interrupted;
however, for the end-user, the impact could be worse than a supply interruption.
For instance, in certain food processing industries, it may not be possible to re-work or re-use the product once
production is revived. In instances where manufacturers already operate 24/7; production losses cannot be
recovered by ramping-up production, resulting in a permanent loss.
For others, such as the vehicle manufacturers, production interruptions could lead to delivery dates of vehicles not
being honoured; reputational damage or losses of clients.
In the mining industry, when a ventilation fan stops due to a voltage dip; evacuation of underground personnel is
mandatory, and operations can only be resumed once the integrity of the fan is confirmed. Lost production in the
mining industry almost invariably cannot be recovered.
Significant economic damage is done in Southern Africa due to poor PQ. Several instances exist where business
had to shut down as profit margins were already low and due to poor PQ these businesses could not survive.

2. How PQ became a concern
2.1 Where we started

delivering electricity even to remote end-users.
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These networks were designed with acceptable voltage drops. The traditional configuration of the South African
power system is shown in Figure 2 below.

How electricity get to the end-user: Centralised generation
Generation: MV

Transmission: HV and EHV

Transmission stations

A few GigaWatt per
power station

Could be a few 100 km

Interconnecting different
transmission systems

End-users: LV, MV, HV

Distribution: MV and HV

Municipality

Figure 2: Centralised generation requires a complex interconnected network towards the end-user
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2.2 What happened?
Loads used to consume current that had a similar waveform shape than the applied voltage, that is; a linear
relation between current and voltage. Non-rotating resistive loads (heating for example) and rotating (motors)
caused minimal PQ concerns.
As technology developed to better control the consumption of current, such as Variable Speed Drives (VSDs), the
current waveform no longer resembled that of the applied voltage in shape. This phenomenon is known as nonlinear current due to harmonic components. The network would be able to sustain these loads if the supply network
fault impedance was low enough.
Voltage quality would have been perfect throughout the power system if it were not for impedance. When
end-users withdraw current, an inevitable voltage drop across impedances affect the voltage at the Point of
Connection (PoC). If a distorted current is withdrawn by a non-linear load, the harmonic voltage drop distort
the voltage waveform at the PoC. If unbalanced currents are withdrawn; the voltage becomes unbalanced.
If impedance between the point of supply and use was perfectly zero, this voltage degradation (reduced PQ)
would not have occurred.
Consider, as example, how voltage waveform quality degrades towards end-users (illustrated in Figure 3). The
230 V voltage waveform became non-sinusoidal when a non-linear current was withdrawn (current illustrated
on right-hand side).
Non-sinusoidal voltage waveform

Non-linear current waveform

Figure 3: A non-sinusoidal voltage waveform and a non-linear load current in a 230 V system
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A distorted (non-sinusoidal) voltage waveform at the terminals of end-user equipment is therefore the result of
loads all over the network, not only the local load, withdrawing non-linear currents that cause voltage drops across
supply impedances.
The current waveform in Figure 3 is regarded as “non-linear” and indicative of harmonics since the shape is not
the same as the applied voltage. Harmonics can be quantified by calculating (for example) the Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD) index.
In addition to THD, voltage waveform quality is also influenced by voltage unbalance (specifically in three-phase
systems) and voltage flicker; both of which are the result of how loads withdraw current from the supply network.
Another change that occurred because of the evolution of the system is that some “users” no longer only consume
power, they can also inject power into the supply networks. An example of this is when a PV installation at an enduser generate excess energy that is injected into the utility network.
Electrical networks were designed to support energy flowing from a centralised upstream source to a downstream load.
The design therefore included voltage drops towards the end-user. With energy now being injected at downstream
points; the utilities are now challenged to mitigate poor PQ in networks not designed or built for hosting generation.
Decentralised generation is the result mostly of green initiatives. Private investors could sell energy connecting at
distribution level and at low voltage, photo-voltaic electricity may even be cheaper than buying electricity from
the municipal grid.

2.3 How is this currently managed?
Electrical utilities are responsible for voltage quality as mandated in their contracts with energy regulators such as
the National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA). To mitigate poor PQ the electrical utility can employ two
methods to maintain voltage quality at acceptable levels:
1. They could serve a distorting customer with sufficiently low impedance, such that the distorting current would not
cause significant enough distorted voltage drop across the supply impedances. However, the utilities in Southern
Africa’s ability to employ this methodology is impeded by the fact that capacity is now constrained.
2. They could place limits on harmonics, unbalance, and flicker by setting emission limits in their contracts with
distorting customers. This methodology is limited in that contracts are usually only signed with large users, however
distorting customers now come in all sizes (even residential) and are spread all over the network.
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Our national utility monitors frequency as indication of how well load match demand. If demand is high, the
frequency decreases when generators slow down. Sudden changes are mitigated by the inertia of large generators.
Most renewable energy generation make use of static generation sources that cannot contribute significantly to
maintaining frequency due to their principle of operation (and lack of inertia). A solution may be to reserve part of
the capacity of the renewable power generation plant (i.e., 10%) to instantaneously increase power production
when the national power system requires frequency support, similar to a spinning reserve at a thermal power station.
Furthermore; photo-voltaic and wind power plants can inject non-linear, asymmetrical, and fluctuating currents
due to solid-state inverters converting energy from a fluctuating renewable energy source. The maximum available
energy from the source (irradiation of the sun or the speed of the wind
across the blades of a wind turbine) is extracted and injected into the
utility grid to justify the capital investment. Renewable energy producers
have a (limited) ability to contribute to the inertia needed to stabilise the
grid frequency.
Voltage dips and swells are also on the increase. They are mostly contributed
by the natural environment, such as weather (i.e., lightning strikes), birds
and veld fires. Voltage events (mostly dips) have increased due to budgetconstrained maintenance operations resulting in less fault level available
to match load growth and theft and vandalising of distribution equipment
(including distribution and transmission pylons).
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3. How do I address poor PQ?
To measure is to know:
i. Measurement produces PQ field data.
ii. Benchmark field data against NRS 048 part 2-2015.
iii. Interpret PQ reports and derive the root cause where concerns exist.
iv. Mitigate the concern using equipment to reduce i.e., harmonic emission.
v. Monitor the performance to assess the improvement.
PQ assessment requires sufficient field data to be benchmarked against a technical standard. In Southern Africa,
at least 7 full days of data is needed. For example, using a Class A edition 3 IEC 61000-4-30 PQ instrument, forensic
quality field data can be collected. Generating NRS 048 part 2-2015 PQ reports on the different PQ parameters,
compliance of a specific network point to minimum compatibility and limit requirements can be assessed.
Many types of PQ instruments exist and requires limited specialist knowledge to use. It is however important that
raw field data is available for advanced analysis and that the software in use generates PQ reports that reflects the
reporting requirements of NRS 048 part 2-2015.
Interpretation of PQ reports and additional detail analysis of field data allows evaluation of root-cause phenomena.
When known, the need and options to mitigate a specific concern, can be derived.

4. Where to measure voltage and current?
Connect the PQ instrument only to the instrumentation circuit, not the protection circuit. Voltage and current
instrumentation circuits allows safe and more accurate reproduction of the voltage and current in the power circuit.
The PQ instrument needs to be setup according to the voltage transformer (VT) and current transformer (CT) ratio.
For example, in an 11 kV substation, voltage transformers will reduce the 11 kV by a factor of 100 to 110 V. Current
will be reduced by an outdoor current transformer to a secondary current of either 5 A or 1 A using a ratio of 200.
Secondary 110 V inputs are normally fed directly to the instrument and in the same phase orientation as in the
primary circuit, i.e., Red, White, Blue. Current could be directly rerouted via the instrument but requires care to
not be interrupted to avoid damaging overvoltages from v(t)=L di⁄dt. It is normally safer to use a clamp-on device
that converts the secondary current to a voltage. Using for example a 5 A/1 V transducer in a 200 A/1 A CT circuit
requires a 1000:1 ratio in the instrument configuration.
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5. How to power the PQ instrument
Most instruments draw little power and can be powered from the VT circuit, using the 110 V line to line voltage from
the instrumentation circuit. The safest solution is to power the instrument from a normal 230 V outlet.

6. What to measure?
The NRS 048 part 2-2015 specifies that line-neutral voltages will only be measured if the transformer is solidly earthed. If any
other type of earthing (impedance) is used or if not existing at a delta winding, line-line voltages needs to be measured.
CTs classed for outdoor use are installed in the lines of the power circuit, resulting in line currents regardless if the
transformer has a delta or star winding. When measuring line-line voltages, keep in mind that a 30º shift exists in
each phase between current and voltage.

7. What data should be retained during a PQ investigation?
Field data must be 10 min RMS values which are an aggregation of IEC 61000-4-30 parameters calculated from the
basic measurement block of data (10/12 cycles or 200 ms). This is done for voltage and current and allows NRS 048
benchmarking of voltage magnitude regulation, voltage asymmetry in the 50 Hz components (unbalance), voltage
total harmonic distortion, individual voltage harmonics and voltage flicker. In addition, rapid voltage changes can
be estimated using the absolute maximum and minimum voltages during any 10 min aggregation interval.
Voltage waveform events requires the measurement instrument to log specific data only if an event is detected.
Mostly dips and occasionally, swells are logged in this manner. If a voltage dip occurs, the PQ instrument retains
voltage and current waveforms for a short period before, during and after the event; this enables additional analysis.
The resolution of the data is critical, therefore ½ cycle (or better, i.e.,

1/

6

cycle) RMS trend of parameters such

as voltage, current, active, reactive power before, during and after the event is helpful. From a comprehensive
dataset, direction of the event (up/downstream), root-cause (lightning, load energisation, protection settings and
other parameters) can be derived.
The longer the instrument is installed, the better observation and recommendation can be made. It could be that
during a specific week, the PQ event of concern does not occur. Permanent monitoring remains the preferred PQ
management and mitigation option.
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8. And if my PQ is found to be poor?
Poor PQ can affect some users more than others. Some end-users operate equipment that is more sensitive and
may trip easily causing production stoppages. At some users lost production cannot be regained due to a 24/7
production cycle while at others, the loss in raw materials or the product itself is important. Regardless, every Southern
Africa end-user has the right to be served with electricity at a minimum technical standard (NRS 048 part 2).
Due to the current monopoly in supplying electricity in Southern Africa, a governmental mandate empowers the
National Electricity Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) to protect end-users. NERSA in turn, requires licensees that
generate and sell electricity (such as municipalities) to manage PQ.
PQ management requires visibility of system technical performance and that is realised by having sufficient
instrumentation (measurements) at strategic points of the network. PQ monitoring (field data analysis) produce the
information needed by network operations and planning and enables the protection of end-users.
Limited participation in Southern Africa exist in complying to regulatory requirements on PQ. This has resulted in
some users turning to the courts, claiming for example their rights in terms of the Consumer Protection Act no 68 of
2008. Such court cases are costly and complicated resolve.
If the end-user has full visibility of the electricity served to a PoC, then by liaising with the electrical utility, it is
sometimes possible to improve service delivery by the utility. Sufficient budget are not always available at utilities
to improve the PQ served to end-users and end-users can (and have) started to mitigate PQ themselves. Solutions
exist to mitigate concerns on reliability and voltage quality. A case study on how an industrial end-user improved
PQ at sensitive equipment, is shared next.
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9. How an end-user improved PQ
Voltage dips are a very common PQ parameter of concern as the consequence of a voltage dip is immediately
visible when normal operation of equipment is affected. Voltage in the supply network could also be unbalanced
and poorly regulated. At lower voltages on-load tap changers are normally not in use.
It is possible to add a low impedance device (less than 2% increase of existing supply impedance) between the
point of supply and the end-user equipment to simultaneously compensate for poor voltage magnitude regulation,
asymmetry, flicker, dips and swells as shown in Figure 4 below.

Utility

Compensate

Compensated

End-user
equipment

Supply network

Supply impendance

Power eletronics

Active voltage coditioner

Figure 4: Principle of active voltage conditioning

Active conditioning of the grid voltage from the supply network is achieved by injecting a compensating voltage
using the active voltage conditioner that is connected in series between the supply network and the sensitive enduser equipment. The compensated voltage VCompensated will now be a much-improved voltage connected to the
end-user equipment.
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The Active Voltage Conditioning (AVC) does not require batteries and only the compensation energy flows through
the voltage conditioner. The overall energy efficiency of the system is higher than 98%. Voltage dips occurring at
an 11 kV grid connection recorded over a 3-month period are shown in Figure 5 on a NRS 048 dip classification
diagram. On average, one dip occurred per day with the potential to interrupt production. Y dips should not affect
normal operation of equipment and are condoned.
NRS048-2:2007 Scatterplot
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Figure 5: NRS dip diagram over a period of 3 months supplied by grid to input of active voltage conditioner
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Fast signal processing and power electronics injected the missing voltage during waveform events either in phase
(boosting the grid voltage) or out of phase (lowering the grid voltage) to maintain a fixed voltage at the load
terminals, resulting in much improved dip diagram both in terms of number of dips as well as the severity of the dips
shown in Figure 6 below.
NRS048-2:2007 Scatterplot
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Figure 6: Compensated dips at output of active voltage conditioner connected to load

The total number of dips have been reduced from 197 to 9, with only 5 over a period of 3 months to potentially
affect production. A significant improvement of equipment availability is achieved, interrupted production occurs
only every 18th day compared to one incident per day.
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In addition, voltage magnitude is continuously compensated as demonstrated in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7: Compensation of voltage magnitude
Voltage regulation when the AVC is off in Figure 7, is not poor but the improvement in regulation when the AVC is
on, demonstrate that the end-user voltage is now not affected by voltage variations in the supply network or by
the change in loading at the end-user. Output voltage can be set to be ±10 % of the grid voltage, acting as a very
fast electronic tap changer.
Voltage unbalance is compensated as voltage magnitude is conditioned per phase, shown in Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8: Compensation of voltage unbalance
From Figure 8 it is evident that when the AVC is on, phase voltages are equal and symmetrical in phase displacement
as the AVC do not only compensate for the difference in magnitude between phases, but also for phase angle
when the displacement is not perfectly 120º.
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10. Who can help me to assess PQ and to identify mitigation solutions?
The NCPC-SA has developed training courses in PQ. The “End User” course develops candidates’ knowledge and
skills on the fundamental principles of electrical PQ. Delegates who obtained a 70% pass mark for this course are
then invited to attend the PQ “Expert” course where the focus is on developing expert skills by application of
knowledge. The focus of the Expert course is on the interpretation and detailed analysis of PQ data to identify
options to improve PQ as well as the mitigation solutions available such as active voltage conditioning, harmonic
active filters and static var compensation.
The NCPC-SA has acquired PQ instruments to be used by PQ experts in performance of assessments within industry.
Training candidates can also make use of these instruments to assess PQ performance at a selected host and
candidate plants. The plants benefit from the PQ study for example on how to improve operational risk resulting
from the consumption of electricity.

11. Additional resources
a) Minimum technical standards in electricity: NRS 048 part 2-2015
b) Training courses at NCPC: https://www.industrialefficiency.co.za
c) Active Voltage Conditioning: www.Condensator-Dominit.de
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Contact us
Tel: + 27 12 841 3772
Email: ncpc@csir.co.za

www.ncpc.co.za

